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Activity Name               Skills Acquired

Parts of a plant                                        Knowledge, Observation, Enquiry

Soil Layers                                                   Enquiry, Discovery, Observation

How Does It Rain?                                    Cognitive, Knowledge, Analysis

Leaf Name Matching                              Enquiry, Discovery, Observation



How this activity helps?
You learn all about the external parts of a plant. Your observation skills improve. 

You understand that there is a logic behind the anatomy of plants.

   Parts Of A Plant    Parts Of A Plant 
The parts of plant are all over the place. Bring them 
together, see how a full plant looks, label the parts 
too. Oh, how about going to a garden to observe some 
plants!

Answers: Growing tip,Swollen leaf bud,Flower closed,Open Flower,Leaf vegetable,Stem,Swollen Stare base,Root vegetable



How this activity helps?
You learn important earth science concepts and gain knowledge about the layers of soil.

Soil LayersSoil Layers
Soil is made up of multiple layers. Which one comes 
after which one? Look to observe, mark the layers 
correctly and colour them accordingly.



How this activity helps?
You learn about water cycle and the terms associated with it. 

Your creativity improves.

How Does It Rain?How Does It Rain?
Water evaporates from water bodies like ocean, sea, 
rivers, and lakes. The heat from sun causes 
evaporation and creates water vapour. This is 
collected as clouds. When the clouds cool down, it 
becomes water again. This is the water cycle and this 
is how we get rain. 

Colour the illustration below and put it on your room. 



How this activity helps?
Your curiosity increases and observation is sharpened. 

You are introduced to plant anatomy. 

Leaf Name MatchingLeaf Name Matching
Each leaf looks distinctly different. Do you think you 
can name the plant by looking at the leaves? Put on 
your botanist hat, observe the leaves, and identify 
the plant. Oh, how about going out to find these 
leaves?
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Everyday Science Glowing Chemistry

Take a look at our super exciting
Flintobox themes

Don’t forget to get these
boxes for your child

For queries: +91 7695857799

Glowing Chemistry



 Award-winning activity boxes filled with fun 
exploratory activities and games for 2 to 12 year-olds. 

What's Inside The Box?

Get the box here:

New theme every month

Holistic learning

Designed by experts Play philosophy

Age appropriate

Skill based activities

Explorative activities

https://flintobox.com/

What is Flintobox?

http://flintobox.com/subscription-activity-box-for-8-to-12-year-kids?utm_source=worksheets&utm_medium=worksheets&utm_campaign=worksheets&utm_content=everyday+science

